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Basics in U.S. Pap
by Terry Vavra

QUESTION: I am now collecting small size U.S. paper
currency and all of my notes are in Crisp Uncirculated
condition. The only note that I do not have is the 1928E
one dollar Silver Certificate (Fr#1605). In this condition,
the note retails for approximately $950. Would it be
better to obtain the note in lesser condition to complete
my collection or wait until I can afford the note in Crisp
Uncirculated? If it would be better to obtain the note in a
lesser condition, what would be the best grade to obtain it
in? AY, Anaheim CA.
ANSWER: This is a very good question as many
collectors at one time or another have come up against
the same type of a situation.

The 1928E one dollar Silver Certificate, especially in
Crisp Uncirculated condition, is indeed a tough one to
get! Being the key to the series ($1.00 Silver Certificates),
it is much in demand and commands top price when avail-
able. With prices on scarcer small size U.S. currency
rising steadily, it would appear that the best advice
would be first to try to acquire a note in the highest grade
that you can afford. Since your collection is in Crisp
Uncirculated condition, I would not recommend any
grade lower than Very Fine condition. A fairly bright and
crisp Very Fine note would fit into your collection much
better than one of a lower grade. After this is ac-
complished, it would be possible to "trade up" to the next
highest grade within your means and so on until you are
able to obtain the Crisp Uncirculated note that you need
to complete your collection.

This method of acquiring your 1928E would allow you
to complete your collection and at the same time have a
note that would be rising in value while you are saving
your money to buy the higher grade note. Using this
method, you would not have the large outlay of cash
necessary if you were to buy the Crisp Uncirculated
specimen at the outset.
QUESTION: My question is how to tell if a note has been
washed or otherwise cleaned? Specifically, I received a
$2.00 note of 1869 (Fr#42) from a large dealer on the east
coast. This note was bought to upgrade a Good/Very
Good note with breaks in the folds. The note that I
received was grade Fine but in comparing the two, I
noted that the green on the back of the Fine note was
quite a bit lighter in color than the Good/Very Good note.
Also, on the face of the note, Jefferson's portrait was not
as clear; in fact, it was quite fuzzy looking.

Due to these facts, I sent the note back as I thought it
may have been washed or otherwise cleaned. I would like
to know if this is a correct assumption and if not, what is
the cause of the difference in these two notes of the same
issuing period? P.B., Phoenix, AZ.
ANSWER: Notes that have been "doctored" can, at
times, be very difficult to detect! Generally speaking, a
note in Fine condition or below will be heavily soiled and
have many folds and creases throughout the design. If a
note in this grade has been laundered, at first glance it
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will have an unnatural appearance. Washing removes the
surface soil as well as the soil which has accumulated in
the folds and creases. When this happens, these folds and
creases become very bright and noticeable, especially in
the dark area of the portrait on the obverse and in other
dark printed areas on the note. Close examination of the
silk fibers running through the note on large size currency
can also be a give away. Washing of the surface of the
paper will loosen these fibers and either make them
protrude or come out completely if the note has been
"scrubbed" and this will leave white areas where the
fibers were embedded. Most notes that have been washed
have also been pressed or ironed. This is done to make the
note lay flat and even, which also will give an unnatural
appearance to a note that has seen quite a bit of
circulation.

Comparing two notes of the same period or series (as
you have done) is another way of checking for tampering
but may not be a very reliable method. At the time some
of these early notes were printed, the inks used were not
always uniform and different color varieties did occur.
Also, notes that have come in contact with sunlight or
other types of bright light over a period of time tend to
fade and this makes detection all the more difficult.

Processed notes have been around for quite a long time
and will continue to plague our hobby for a long time to
come. Until you acquire the experience that is necessary
in this type of situation, deal only with a reputable and
knowledgeable dealer who specializes in the area of paper
money.
QUESTION: Although I have been collecting world bank
notes for about six years, including some United States
small size notes, I am at a loss as to what some collectors
mean when they refer to "COPE" and "BLOCK" when
advertising to buy or sell United States currency. Can
you explain what these terms mean? ND New York, Ny.
ANSWER: "COPE" is the abbreviation for Currency
Overprinting and Processing Equipment. This equipment
was first used on the 1969B series Federal Reserve Notes.
After the first and second (back and face) printing, the
sheets of notes are transported along a conveyor-like
device to the COPE equipment. Here, the sheets are cut,
receive the third (overprinting) printing, and then are
packaged for distribution to the Federal Reserve Banks.
At the time, both the COPE and the old Equipment were
in use at the same time. The COPE notes had a slightly
different appearance than the regular notes, and this
caused collectors to search for notes of both types, hence
the popularity of the term COPE.

On U.S. Notes, Silver Certificates, and Gold
Certificates, there are prefix and suffix letters in the
serial numbers (Example: A34563672B). The combination
of the prefix and suffix letters are called "BLOCKS." the
BLOCK number for the illustration would be BLOCK A-
B. On replacement or "star" notes (Example: *3453672B)
the BLOCK number would be BLOCK *-B. On Federal
Reserve Notes, the prefix letter in the serial number is
always the same as the letter designating the Federal
Reserve District (A for Boston, B for New York, C for
Philadelphia, etc.) This letter also appears in the black
seal to the left of the portrait on the face of the note. Since
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25 Livres (Pick-59) handstamped "Billet Specimen Non
Remboursable" in blue, hole-cancelled, numbered
"00000000;" also another with the seal of the Ministry
of Finance, Republic of Syria. EF. £120 $100

Banque de Syrie et du Liban: 50 Livres (Pick-60) hand-
stamped "Billet Specimen Non Remboursable" in
blue, hole-cancelled and numbered "00000000;" anoth-
er with the seal of the Ministry of Finance, Republic of
Syria. EF. £160 $140

100 Livres (Pick-61) handstamped "Billet Specimen Non
Remboursable" in mauve, hole-cancelled, numbered
"00000000" near EF. £140 $115

5 Livres (Pick-62) handstamped "Billet Specimen Non
Remboursable" in blue, hole-cancelled and numbered
"000." EF. £55 $44

Institut D 'Emission de Syrie: 1, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100
Livres (Pick-73-78) overprinted "Specimen" in red,
hole-cancelled and numbered "234567." EF. £175 $150

TURKEY
Central Bank: 5 Pounds, 1 1 th June 1930, (as Pick-95)

but in violet, overprinted "Specimen" in red, hole-can-
celled and numbered "000000." EF. £30 $19

50 Pounds, 1 1 th June 1930, (as Pick-102) but with 3
signatures and in violet, overprinted "Specimen" in
red, hole-cancelled. EF. £50 $38

100 Pounds, 11th June 1930, (as Pick-108) but in brown,
overprinted "Specimen" in red, hole-cancelled and
numbered "00000." EF. £65 $54

500 Pounds, 11th June 1930, (Pick-112) overprinted
"Specimen" in red, hole-cancelled and numbered
"00000." EF. £130 $105

1000 Pounds, 11th June 1930, (Pick-113) overprinted
"Specimen" in red, hole-cancelled and numbered
"00000." EF. £95 $70

URUGUAY
Banco de la Republica: 50 Centesimos, 1, 5, 10, 100, 500

and 1000 Pesos, 14th August 1935, (Pick-27-33) all
overprinted "E specimen" in red, perforated "Sin
Valor" and hole-cancelled, numbered "000000," also
overprinted with number "24." EF. £475 $420

Banco Central del Uruguay: "Specimen" set of 6 in offi-
cial album, comprising 50, 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000 and
10,000 Pesos, 1971 (Pick-46-51) 50P. perforated
"Specimen" all with "Proof numbers" in lower margin
and numbered "00000000." Unc £225 $195
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Explanation: —

1316 — Date on face of note.
L/F — Latin numerals on face, French legend on back.
L/P — Latin numerals on face, Persian legend on back.
P/P — Persian numerals in face, Persian legend on back.
POP — Printed overprint on back (Darius and lion) dated
at bottom of overprint.
SOP — Rubber stamped overprint on back dated under
Darius and lion.
Second line of dates — Date of overprint.
X — Banknote known to exist XX — Two varieties of
overprint.
S — Specimen banknotes known to exist.
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the prefix letter is always the same as the district number
on Federal Reserve Notes, only the suffix letter changes
(Example: New York would be B3453672A, hence
BLOCK B-A, Philadelphia would be C3453672B, BLOCK
C-B, etc.).

Block collecting can be a very enjoyable experience
because there are so many different ways of forming a
collection. On Federal Reserve Notes, a collection could
consist of one note from each of the 12 different districts,
or notes from one district with every different suffix
letter in the block that could be found. Star notes are also
a very popular way to collect, with one trying to obtain a
different star-suffix combination for each block that was
issued. If a collector has the time and the patience, he can
try to find the different blocks that he needs with the last
two or three digits of the serial number exactly the same.
The possibilities are endless!

All questions will be answered honestly, accurately and
as expeditiously as possible. Personal replies will be
answered as long as a S.A.S.E. is enclosed. Please send all
correspondence to: Terry Vavra, Box 51, Riverside, CA
92502.

Note: Do NOT send actual specimens of currency. Send
only photocopies. We cannot be responsible for your
material.

BRUCE SMITH JOINS A —Z FIRM

A—Z Coins & Stamps, Inc. Fr. Wayne, Indiana has an-
nounced the addition to their staff of Bruce W. Smith, ac-
cording to owners Neil and Diana Sowards. Bruce and his
wife Ruth will represent A—Z Coins at coin shows and
will reorganize and expand their mail order business.

Originally from St. Louis, Missouri, Bruce attended the
University of Missouri-St. Louis prior to joining the edi-
torial staff of World Coin News, Iola, Wisconsin. In 1977,
he and Ruth began their own coin business, operating as
Point Coin & Stamp from Stevens Point, Wisconsin.
Bruce was recently appointed editor of The Check List, a
quarterly magazine on check collecting and banking
history. He is a member of ANA, ANS, International
Banknote Society, Society of Paper Money Collectors,
Numismatics International, Token and Medal Society,
Oriental Numismatic Society, Check Collectors Round
Table, China Stamp Society and many other local and na-
tional organizations. He is widely known for his research
and writings on his two favorite subjects — Chinese
numismatics and Missouri banking history. His wife
Ruth, who recently graduated from the University of
Wisconsin — Stevens Point with a teaching degree, will
assist in their coin operations.

Bruce may be reached at P.O. Box 7201, Ft. Wayne,
Indiana 46807 or care of A—Z Coins & Stamps,
Glenbrook Center, 4201 Coldwater Rd., Ft. Wayne IN
46805.
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